Installation Instructions

H2Otap 3000 - H2Omtap 3000 - H2Ower 3500 - H2Ower 3600
Biogen Technologies filters are high quality products,
produced to highly meet Sanitary Standards requested.

Biogen Technologies S.L.
Experts in water hygiene

Please take into account carefuly instructions:

Stockage

Installation

Keep the filters in clean,
dry conditions and with its
original Package.

Please pay special attention
to the necessities before
entering a controlled
environment. Such us ICU
(unit of intensive care),
operating rooms, etc.
Places in which it would
be recommended to use:
surgical gown, suitable
bonnets, masks and sterile
gloves, etc.

Never open the filters
packaging time before its
installation and usage.
Please don ́t use a filter
with a damaged packaged
or if it has been opened
time before.
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Clean and 2 desinfect
hands. We recommend the
use of sterile gloves.

6

Remove the 7 filter’s
packaging once installed.

2

Use an individual bag for
removing the filter to be
changed.
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Open the tap so to check
that water flows correctly,
in case there is a problem
this means it is installed
incorrectly, please follow
again the mentioned steps.

Usage
Conditions

2 months of use.
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For removing the filter you
4 have to press the buttom
in the conector, please see
following image, and at the
same time stretch slowly
the filter downwards.
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Place sticker with
installation 9 date so to
control changes.
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Open the packaging from
above, without touching
the filter.
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In order to avoid retrograde
contamination please
change the filter in the
indicated date.
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Place the filter as it shows
in the following image,
when you instal it correctly
you will listen a “click”
sound.
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Highly advised to clean
and disinfect again the
hands.
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For more information:

C. Juan Ramón Jiménez, 1
08960 - Sant Just Desvern
Barcelona - España

www.biogenfilters.com
info@biogenfilters.com
+34 93 372 65 84

